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Current Status of Knowledge of Molten Fuel/
Sodium ThermalInteractions

by

L. Caldarola

Abstract

The paperswhich were presented at the CREST second
special ist meeting on "Sodium/Fuel Interaction in Fast
Reactors", held in Ispra in November 1973 are briefly
reviewed. Some interesting conclusions are
obtained based on the experimental and theoretical
results presented at the meeting. Finally the areas
for further investigations are specified.



Wissensstand über die thermische Wechsel
wirkung zwischen geschmolzenem Brennstoff

und Natrium

von

L. Caldarola

Kurzfassung

Es wird ein kurzer überblick gegeben über die Vorträge t

die auf der 2. CREST-Fachtagung über IISodium/Fuel
Interaction in Fast Reactors" in Ispra im November 1973
gehalten wurden. Ausgehend von den auf der Tagung ge
nannten experimentellen und theoretischen Ergebnissen t

werden einige interessante Schlußfolgerungen gezogen.
Schließlich werden weitere Bereiche für Untersuchungen
angegeben.
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1. Introduction

"Fuel-coolant interactions in a LMFßR become of interest in accident sequences
when a substantial amount of fuel becomes molten and cancome into contact
with sodium. The interaction between molten fuel and coolant does not occur
in a single distinct manner that can be described by one unique pressure-time
history or by one unique thermal-to-mechanical energy-conversion ratio.
Instead there are a number of different types of potential interactions between
molten fuel and coolant. 1I (Ref. 5).

Fuel-coolant interactions are of importance in two ways. First, they are
of importance in characterizing fuel and coolant motion in an initiating
accident where fuel pins fail. Secondly, they are of major importance in
characterizing the damage potential from whole-core accidents if disassembly
results. Experimental research programs have been started in various countries
with the purpose of investigating fuel coolant interaction (FCI) in order
to understand its mechanism, to measure its violence, as well as to evaluate
consequences on the surrounding structures. Here we shall deal mainly with
the first two aspects, which were the main topics at the CREST specialist
meeting organized by the OECD and held at Ispra from the 21st to the 23rd
November 1973. Experiments have been carried out in which various realistic
reactor conditions were simulated. However, due to the multiplicity of the
phenomena which occur, the interpretation of these experiments is very
difficult. For this reason other experiments have been carried out which
should easetheoretical interpretation. These experiments may be performed
under unrealistic conditions (which do not occur in a LMFBR) and/or with
different materials. In general the experiments can be classified in three
large cathegories:

1. In-pile Tests. These tests are carried out in special test reactors
(TREAT, RCN test reactor, CABRI etc) where various reactor accidents
are simulated (overpower transients, loss of coolant accidents etc).
Material composition and geometry are always carefully simulated.

2. Out of pile Tests. These tests are carried out in sodium but not in
a test reactor. The condition under which U02 and Na come into contact

are sometime unrealistic, with respect to reactor conditions.

3. Simulation Experiments
These tests are conducted always in transparent liquids (water in most
cases). This allows one to photograph the interaction zone by means of
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high speed cameras and therefor~ to gain a better insiqht into
the physical phenomena which occur during the interaction.
In general these experiments are carried out under unrealistic
conditions, which do not occur in a LMFBR.

In parallel to these experimental programs, a second approach is being followed,
namely) that of assuming that a large FCI can occur and of evaluating its
consequences. New theoretical parametric models have been developed with the
scope of analysing FeI in order to reduce the degree of conservatism which was
imposed by early methods.
The objectives of this report are the following

1. To review the papers which were presented at the already mentioned
OECD meeting at Ispra in order to give a synthetic picture of the
present situation of the various experimental programs as well as
of the parametrie models (sections 2 and 3).

2. To discuss the results already obtained and to draw some conclusions
(section 4).

3. To indicate areas in which further investigation is needed (section 5).
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2. Review of the experimental programs and results reported in the

papers presented at the Ispra conference

2.1 In pile Tests

2.1.1 TREAT-Tests (ANL-USA) (Ref. 5)

Three different types of tests were conducted at TREAT.
S-Tests. These tests were performed to investigate the transient pressure
genera ted and the mechanical work done by the meltdown of clad fuel pins in
sodium under conditions of very energetic overpower transients
(2000-7000 Joulejgr of U02). Twelve tests have been carried out in stagnant
sodium at an initial temperature ranging from 150°C to 5000C with masses
of U02 ranging from 28 gr (1 pin) to 286 (7 pins). In generall several pressure
pulses occured in each test. Peak pressures were measured from 40 to 150 atm.
The energy conversion ratio was very low (from 8.10-6 to 10-3). The most
important result of these tests is that there were no energetic coherent
interactions of the molten fuel and coolant. It appears likely that the initial
pressure pulses and mechanical work measured can be explained by fuel vapour
pressure and bond-gas pressurization, without involving any process of rapid
sodium vaporization.
E- and H-Tests. These tests were carried out in the Mark-lI flowing sodium
loop with masses of fuel ranging from about 70 gr (1 pin) to 490 gr (7 pins).
The thermal energy given to the fuel during the overpower transient ranged
from 1500 Jjgr to 3000 Joulejgr. Fresh and irradiated fuel pins were tested.
The measured sodium temperature in failure region was from 5000C to 9600C.
The earlier experiments ([2, E3, H2 and (4) simulated burst conditions
characteristic of astart up accident (i .e., fuel initially at low power prior
to the burst). The other tests (H5, E6 and E7) simulated 1 instead1reactor ope
rating conditions. The energy conversion ratio was always very low (less than
10-3).

Loss of Flow Transients. Two different test vehicles are currently being used
to study failure consequences arising from complete loss of flow without reactor
shutdown. The L-series tests (3 tests with 460 gr of fuel) are using the Mark-lI
loop while the R-series tests (2 tests, one with 180 gr and the second with
1270 gr of fuel) are being executed in the R-series test vehicle, which allows one
to accomodate fuel pins having the same length as the FFTF pins. Test L2 was
run with seven short fresh pins, while L3 used seven short pins irradiated at
power levels insufficient to produce a well-defined central void, and the L4
sample consited of seven short pins irradiated at power levels high enough to
produce a well-defined central void.
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R3 was run with a single full length FFTF fuel pin. Again, only mild fuel
eoolant interaetions eould be identified in either of these four experiments.
This is eonsistent ~/ith the antieipated loss of flow sequenee where molten
fuel is produeed at a time when sodium is out of the fuel zone and not likely
to reenter beeause of a eombination of elad plugging and sodium vaporization
from hot steel at the axial extremes of the test seetion. Eventually loeal
eontaet will oeeur, however, between liquid sodium ijnd fuel. This will lead
to nueleate boiling whieh will provide suffieient vaporization and therefore
prevent eoherent mixing between fuel and the liquid sodium.

2.1.2 RCN-Tests (Petten-Holland) (Ref. 8)

The RCN experimental programme on Fast Reaetor Safety eonsists of irradiations
of single fuel pins in a sodium environment under loss of eooling eonditions.
The irradiation programme eonsits of 17 experiments. The parameters are:

1. The time interval between the interruption of the eooling
and the reaetor seram (Loe-time)

2. The internal gas pressure of the fuel pin for
unirradiated fuel

3. ~he burn-up for the pre-irradiated fuel pins.

The fuel pins eonsist of 5.10 mm diameter, 8%-enriehed, U02-pellets with a
staek length of 250 mm and elad in 5.24 mm inner diameter tubing, with a
wall thiekness of 0.38 mm.
So far eight experiments have been performed with non pre-irradiated fuel pins.
Two of these pins were pre-pressurized. The fuel staek of the non pre
pressurized pins failed after aLoe-time lasting longer than about 8 seeonds.
Fuel failure oeeurred after signifieant bulging mainly in the lower half of
the fuel pins.
Fuel ejeetion, whieh happened quite slowly, was preeeeded by sodium expulsion
from the annulus, so direet FCI did not take plaee. Even more important was
that also during sodium reentry a violent FCI did not take plaee.
Preliminary results of experiments with pre-pressurized fuel pins revealed
that gas blanketing after pin failure under loss of eooling eonditions ean be
rapidly followed by molten fuel ejeetion, however, without eausing measurable
pressure pulses.
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2.2 Out of Pile Tests

Table 1 gives a list of the out of pile tests in sodium with U02.

2.2.1 CEA Experiments (Grenoble-France (Ref. 1)

JEF Experiments. These experiments simulate a slow power excursion. Small quantities
of u02 (few grams) are heated by means of Joule effect. lJ02 and Na are separated
by an electrical and thermal insulator (alumine) of tubular form and by a stainless
steel sheath. The only variable parameter is the Na temperature. Pressure and
mechanical energy transmitted to the column are measured.
Measured pressures did not exceed a few atm (~ or 3). Fragmentation of UO was very

2
extensive.

Fragmented mass of U02 never exceeded 50% of the total mass. A considerable part
of the debris had the size of 1-2/u.

CORECT 1 Experiments. 300 gr of Na at 4000C were injected into 3.2 kg of molten
U02t which was heated by high frequency in a crucible. Interaction conditions
were not realistic. The pressure of the filling gas in the containment vessel
was measured. In a typical experiment the pressure went up to 9.8 bars in 0.5 sec.
Only 300 gr of fuel were scattered around and only 3 gr were fragmented in
particles ranging from 1 to 1oo/u. The crucible was deformed by the sudden
fornlation of steam. The deformation of the crucible and the relatively high
rate of the pressure build up in the containment vessel indicate that high
pressures were produced inside the U02 due to the thermal interaction.

CORECT 2 Experiments. These experiment will simulate the interaction in an
assembly under a sodium head as a result of melting of the fuel.
Experiments will start in 1974.

2.2.2 GfK Experiments (W.-Germany) in cooperation with C.C.R. Euratom Ispra (Ref.2)

It is basically a "shock tube" experiment with large quantities of U0 2 (5 kg).
A tungsten crucible containing the molten UD? falls through a long vertical
guide tube in an inert gas atmosphere. Immediately after t a large amount of
Na is injected into the top of the reaction tube. Provisions are made
to allow injection of small quantities of Na in lJ02 prior to the contact between
the U02 and the large mass of Na. Experiments are expected to start in 1975.
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2.2.3 PNC Experiments (Japan) (Ref. 3)

Aseries of 30 experiments were performed to examine the fragmentation characteristics
of sodium-fuel interaction by dropping molten U02 into sodium. In this experi-
ment, annular U0 2 pellets were heated by means of a ~entral tungsten rod,
and the molten U0 2 droplets fell into the sodium tank. The fragmentations of
the droplets on the surface of liquid sodium were photographed with high speed
camera at 500-2000 pictures/sec. The pressure and temperature of the sodium tank
were measured.
The particle characteristics of the U02 residue were examined: the particle size
distribution, the particle surface condition, and characteristics of the grains.
These examination indicates that the U02 particles can be assumed to be spherical
and to have the log-normal distribution function.
The most pessimistic particle size distribution at present can be represented
by the equation

2
f. (0) = 2.317 exp (- (log 0 - 2.267) )

1 0.9442

where f i (0) dO = weight percent of particles in size range 0 to 0 + dD,
with "0" being given in "ll ".

2.2.4 CNEN Experiments (Italy) (Ref. 4)

AF2 Experiments. These experiments are similar to the french JEF experiments.
Small quantities of U02 ( 50 gr) are heated inside a stainless steel clad
by means of the Joule effect. The insulation material is boron nitride.
In a typical experiment two pressure pulses ~/ere recorded: the first of
about 6 bars and the second of about 22 bars after 2.3 secs. It is
believed that the molten U02 increases in volume in such a way, that a jet
of U02 was formed perforating the clad and determining the first pressure
pulse and vapour formation. A vapour recondensation with liquid sodium
entering the pellet may have happened. This should have produced a second
interaction with Na vapour driving out other molten fuel. Not all the
molten U02 escaped from the clad but an outer annulus remained in place and
recrystallized. The debris was only 5 gr with dimensions ranging from few
microns to few millimeters.

AF4 Experiment~. They will be carried out in a test-rig similar in principle
to that of the AF2 tests, but with some additional modifications. Provisions
are made to test a 7 pins cluster. The starting date for these experiments
is not given in the paper.
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2.2.5 ANL (USA) (Ref. 5)

Small Scale Drop Experiments
i~asses of U0

2
ranqing from 8 to 30 gr were dropped in a vol ume of 300 cl11 3

of f;a at a temperature ranging from 200
0C to 6000 C. Extensive fragmentation

of U0 2 was observed but no relevant pressure pulses were measured. Similar
results were obtained by dropping stainless steel at melt temperature into sodium.

5mall Scale Injection Experiments
Small volumes (10 cm3) of Na were injected in molten U02. In most of the cases
a violent interaction was observed. The vapour explosions occurred with a delay
oJ 9 to 300 msec after the time of injection. Upon initial contact, sodium
vapour and droplets spewed out of the top of the crucible in a relatively mild
manner. However, data recorded from pressure and force transducers and from
the high speed motion pictures both indicate that violent interactions took
place. Ablast microphone located about 15 cm above the open top of the U02
crucirle measured shock pressurepulses in the helium atmosphere ranging from

0.3 to 0.5 atm.

LarQe Scale rrop Experiments

'1asses of l!02 up to 3 v~ \'.'ere dropped in a t,!n-pool. The \:02 at a
~ 0

temperature between 5500 and 5800 F was produced by a thermite-type
reaet ion r,etv!een urani um metaland '10(1., vii th a sr,Ja 11 amount of Crr?

J J

whieh acted as an aeeelerator.
Extensive fragmentation took place tut the interactions were relatively
mild. Sharp pressure pulses (10\'1 energy eontent) \"ere noticed.

2.2.6 fCR Ispra (Euratom)

Tank Experiments (Ref. C)
These experiments are essentially similar to the ANL lar~e scale drop
experiments. The 1~()2 is molten in a crueihle ry means of a radiation
furnace. The results are eonsistent with those of the ANL large seale tests,
that isJextensive fragmentation of U02 were observed and very low pressures
were ~easured. Similar results were obtained by droppin~ stainless steel

into sodiun.
(hannel Experiment (Ref. 9)
A sodium eolumn was dropped arove few grams of f1 203. A low ener~etie

pressure pulse of 7 hars was neasured. Fra~mentation oceurred.
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2.2.7 f.VnE Foulness (Creat rritain) (17 ef. 7)

ryrotecrnic charf]E's \:.'ere usec1 to ~lelt and disrers 1]°
0

inside a pool of r:2..
L

The pressure pulses neasured in the 0as ~lanket (from 1 to 4 atn) see~ to
be due to the \,Iater vapour contained in the crarge. r'esults v:ith dried
charges were not yet availa~le, but they will ~e soon availahle in the next
future.

2.2.3 \'indscale-ITfU (Creat Pritain) (oral announcement)

Shock tute experiments are foreseen to be carried out in 1974. They will
use masses of 110') of the order of 50 gr. and vol ulr.es of ~:a of the order

3 3 L.

of 10 cm.

2.3 Simulation Experiments

Some experiments were also carried out in water, which is much easier to handle

than sodium and which has the great advantage of being transparent so that the
thermal interaction can be investigated also with the he1p of high speed
photography. The resu1ts of these experiments cannot be used in the case of

sodium because of the different thermophysica1 properties of the two fluids.
However, they can be of help in better understanding of the phenomena which
occur due to the thermal interaction.

2.3.1 A1/I'iater Shock Tube Experiments at AWRE-Fou1ness (Great Britain) (Ref. 7)

Twentyfive tests were carried out with Aluminium initial temperature ranging
from 6600C to 8500C. Many impacts (a maximum of 4) were observed for each test,
and pressure pulses in the water co1umn were measured from 50 to 600 atm. Most
of the maximum peak pressures were obtained at the second or third impact, on1y
two occurred at the 4th impact and none at the first impact. Corre1ations between
measured pressures and Al temperature are difficu1t to be found because of the
re1ative1y poor reproducibi1ity which has been achieved unti1 now. The corre1ation
between measured pressures and Al partic1es size is~ instead,easier to be detected:
the more energetic the interaction, the sma11er the debris.
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2.3.2 CEGB Experiments (Great Britain) (Ref. 10)

Three types of experiments were carried out
Pressure Driven Blanket eollapse

To investigate the effect of rapid vapour-blanket collapse, about 60 grams of
molten tin at 800

0
C was poured on to a shallow crucible under water at an

external pressure of 100•. The vapourblanketed tin drop was then subjected to
a rapid increase in pressure ( 1 bar in 0.5 ms) by rupturing a diaphragm
connecting the apparatus to atmosphere. Press ure in the vessel was measured and
events were photographed at 8000 ps-I.

The results showed that vapour-blanket collapse occurs within 1 ms of diaphragm
rupture, and an explosion occurs within the next two frames of the film ( 0.25 ms).
A typical pressure trace shows that the explosion pulse is 4 bar x 1 ms, and that
there are no other events of significance either before or after the main pulse.
The experiment was repeated using aluminium, and a similar though less vigorous
explosion was obtained, thus confirming that the interaction was caused by the
violent collapse of the blanket.

Experiments with a long crucible

The previous experiment indicated that explosion propagation through blanket
collapse was energetically plausible. To test whether propagation wou.d actually
occur in practice, an experiment was designed in which about 200 grams of molten
tin were poured into an aluminium crucible 30 cm long and of shallow "V" cross
section, immersed in an open tank of water at 800e. The instrumentation consisted
of 3 pressure transducers immersed in the water 10 cm above the crucible and
spaced along its lengths and 5000 ps-l cinephotography.

At low tin temperatures ( 6500C) a spontaneous interaction~occurred (unexpectedly)
near one end of the crucible. This was probably due to transition boiling. At
higher initial temperatures ( 750

0C) there was no spontaneous interaction and so
the interaction was initiated by applying an impulse to one end of the crucible
via a steel rod.
In general, whether the interaction was spontaneous or induced, the results
showed that the initial event was vleak and localised (at the lefthand end) and
escalated in a single vapour growth-and-collapse cycle to a vigorous but still
localised interaction. Subsequent events, however, did not proceed through
growth and collapse in this manner. During the growth phase of the "bubble" from
this first vigorous interaction a second interaction occurred 10-15 cm away, near
the center of the trough, and during the growth of this latter region a third
interaction occurred at the right-hand end.
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The time interval between the successive interactions was typically in the range of
2-5 ms and the effective rropagation velocity was 3-8 x 103 cm s-l. The pressure
pulses recorded from individual interactions were relatively low (0.7 bar) but
of long duration (3 rns). When sUbsequent interactions occurred within this
pulse width, however, the pressures combined additively so that some resulting
pulses were both higher (up to 1.5 bar) and longer (up to 10 ms).

Thin tank experiment

To increase the dynamic contraint to that whdch would be experienced by a full
scale explosion occurring at the horizontal interface between large regions
of molten metal and water, a tank was constructed which was submerged in a large
vessel containing water at 80

0C. About 200 grams of molten tin at 7000C were
poured into the tank and an interaction was initiated by tapping the base near
one end. The high-speed film record, taken together with the pressure trace
showed that the initial perturbation produced only a very minor splashing
interaction confined to the left-hand end of the tank. About 10 ms after this,
however, a vigorous explosion begins in the splashed tin and propagates rapidly
along the tin/water interface, travelling 15 cm along the tank in 3 ms before
the pressure drops. The apparent propagation velocity is 5.103 cm s-l.

Conclusiot!s

The conclusions of these experiments given by the authors are the following:

1. The results of several small-scale experiments demonstrate thit spatial
propagation (autocatalysis) can occur in thermal explosions.

2. The results also suggest that the observed explosions are primarily due
to fragmentation rather than superheat.

3. It is shown that propagating fragmentation or mixing can occur through
self-driven blanket collapse. At least some of the mixing may be due to
the penetration of coolant jets formed by the collapse of vapour domes
in the blanket.

4. In a continuously propagating explosion, however, Taylor and Kelvin
Helmholtz induced mixing due to the motion of the interaction region
could become the dominant process.

5. There is some evidence that the propagation velocity is associated with
sonic choking in the 3 phase interaction region.

2.3.3 Small scale drop experiment at Culham UKAEA (Great Britain) (Ref. 11)

These experiments are somewhat similar to some others previosuly reported by
the CEGß (ref. 24). Small quantities of Tin (few grams) were dropped into water.
Water temperature ranged from 10 to 90

0C and tin temperature from 250 to 900
0C.

The main results were as follows:
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1. High speed photograms show that in all experimentsthere is a multiple
set of interactions with increasing intensity, characterized by the
growth and collapse of vapour bubbles

2. The IIdwell time ll (that is the time between the metal first entering
the water and the initiation of the explosive interaction) increases
with IISnll temperature.

3. The percentage disintegration IIpD II (that is the ratio of the fragmented
mass of fuel to the total mass) increases with IISnll temperature

4. A t11reshold temperature 11 8 th
ll exists. The interaction occurs only

if the water temperature is lower than this threshold temperature.

The explanation for this threshold temperature given in ref. 11 is the same as
that aiven by the author in a previous publication (ref. 25). Stable film
boiling (which hinders liquid/liquid direct contact) occurs when the fuel
surface temperature IIT/ is higher than the minimum fuel surface temperature

11 e min ll for stable film boiling (Tf> emin)'

Since 11 @ . 11 is a function of the bulk temperature 11 ®b ll of the cold liquidmln
(fig. 3) the above condition can be expressed by the equivalent condition

@b> ~h'where 11 @th ll is the liquid coolant bulk temperature at which Qmin= Tf .
In a previous experiment (ref. 24) it was shown that interaction can
take place also for temperatures Gb> 8th (that is Tl gmin' Region 2 in Fig.3)
by breaking the stable vapour film with an external mechanical disturbance.

2.3.4 Small scale drop experiments at Karlsruhe (W.-Germany) (Ref. 12)

Interactions between single drops of molten metal and water were investigated
with the following metals: Ag, Au, Cu, Pb, Sn, Zn, and Stainless Steel. Indi
vidual metal particles of metal. of about 0.5 grammes, were heated by means
of electrical induction in a levitation coil to a temperature above their
melting point. Next, the molten metal particle was dropped into a small plexi
glas vessel with 10 to 50 cm3 of cold water. The temperature of the particle
was measured by a thermocouple located in the center at the bottom of the
vessel which penetrated into the particle.

The phenomena in the interaction zone could be observed and filmed, and
simultaneously the temperature of the metal particle at the bottom of the
vessel was registered.
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The fo11owing parameters were varied in the experiments:

"the initial temperature" of the partic1e, the distance between the 1evitation
coi1 and the plexiglas vesse1, the diameter of the vesse1, the vo1ume and initial
temperature of the water. The geometry of the interaction zone was also
varied. Some experiments were made in inert gas atmosphere (argon or N2).

Thermal explosions appeared under special precise1y determined conditions, and
it seemed to fo110w after the direct contact of both hot and cold 1iquids.

For the copper/water interactions, the thermal explosion occured for two

specific initial temperatures of the copper partic1e in the 1evitation coi1:
1400 °c (levitation time 6 sec) and 1600 °c (levitation time 10 sec). In
the first case the explosion occurred just be10w the water surface, and in
the second case at the bottom of the vesse1. A de1ay of about 1.5 to 5 ms
was observed between this direct contact and the thermal explosion. The

temperature measurements before and during the thermal explosion at the
bottom of the vesse1 showed that the co11apse of the vapor film happened

with copper/water combination at the temperature of 1300 °c. After that,
the temperature of the copper partic1e dropped very rapid1y to th~ tempe-
rature of 1022 °c, which is the solidification temperature.

The explanation of these resu1ts is still debatab1e. The author of Ref. 12
suggests that fragmentation is due to the rapid solidification of the mo1ten
meta1 after direct contact with the cold liquid has occurred.

2.3.5 Visua1ization of boi1ing fo110wing direct contact between hot and
cold 1iguid (CEA Grenob1e-France) (Ref. 13)

Thermal interactions between a sma11 vo1ume of cold water (1 cm3) and a
bath of hot oi1 under various conditions were fi1med by means of a high
speed camera.

Heating of the cold 1iguid by direct contact

A quantity of 1 cm3 of water was injected into the oi1 at 250 °c in a

fraction of a second. The water reached the boi1ing point and caused the
oi1 to boi1 creating a whitish froth. There was no explosive reaction.
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Heating of the cold liquid enclosed in a non rigid envelope
.,

To a11 0\" thc introduction of a volurle of 1 cr.:,J of cold water:into the oil
in a sin~le r~ve~ a non riSid envelope was obtained by envelopino a
ru11 of ice \';th paraffin. ence the ice melted, the r'a11 v/as plun(1ed into
the oil at 2500C. The Si;une phenomenon as previously \"as o!'served.
There was no explosive reaction.

Heating of the cold liquid enclosed in a rigid envelope

a) l!ith no air

/'l. r.a11 rr,acle of r'lass \"as fi11ed \'dth water. Care \\'as taken to ensure
that no air was contained in the envelope.
The r·a11 \'/as plunged into the oil at 2500 c. ,lI,fter approxiP1ately 15 seconds,
dilation of the water caused the hall to break. Rapid ebullition with
f6rmation of a whitish froth was seen. There was no explosion.

h) \-.' ithai r

The ball was partially filled with water, but a certain volume \'~s

occupied by air. The ball was plunged into the oil at 2500C. After a delay
time varying between 1 to 3 minutes, the ball exploded. nil \,.las
projected violently.

Heating of the enclosed cold liguid by hot air

The ball was heated up to 2000C by blasted hot air. There was an explosion.

2.3.f I\t·IL Experiments (\!5/\) (Pef. 14)

Ta test the criterion of Fauske (see section 4) for vapour explosion,
experiments VJere carried out \'!ith saturated Freons and oils and water as
hot liquids. These experiments included contact temperatures below (case 1)
as well as above (case 2) the spontaneous nucleation temperature of the
more volatile liquid. In case 1 no vapour explosion occurred. In case 2
instead a v~pour explosion occurred.
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3. ?eviel' of the parar'letric models described in the papers presented
at the Ispra conference

A comparison among different codes was carried out by calculating a test
case (ref. 15). All the models are characterized by a Phase A in which
the sodium remains liquid and a Phase B in which vaporization takes place.
The main features of these models are given in table 2. Results for phase A
were consistant and differences could be explained. For phase B the results
of only three models could be compared (Syremalensios, Caldarola and Scarano)
and the differences among the various results could not be fully explained,
because the postulated heat transfer mechanisms were quite different.
Extensive parametric studies were carried out based basically on the ANL
parametric model with inertial constraint (Ref. 16). The conclusions of these
calculations were as follows. Noncoherence in the interaction results in reduction
in mechanical work. For the expected range of realistic mixing times, however,
the reduction in work is small.

Estimated reduction in calculated mechanical work resulting from reducing heat
transfer in proportion to the volume fraction of vapor is not large (about 20%).
Cutting off heat transfer completely at the start of saturated boiling results
in larger reductions; although early cutoff has not yet been demonstrated,
this result shows the incentive to study the possibility of stable film
boiling even while the bulk sodium is still subcooled.

The use of the single mass median diameter to represent a distribution of
fuel particle sizes is an adequate approximation. The calculated work based
on inertial constraint calculations did not rise as high as expected for small
particle sizes.
Heat transfer by condensation of sodium vapor 6n the cladding of the fission
gas plenum leads to reduction in mechanical work, but a retter treatment is
needed before the extent of this reduction can be evaluated.
Preliminary calculations were also carried out \>.'ith the japanese code "Sugar "
(Ref. 17) which is based on the FCI-ANL parametric model. This code accounts
also for the deformation of the surrounding structure materials. It was
concluded that the results were not realistic.
The Sugar-code will be modified with more practical and appropriate models
based on experimental results.
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A first attempt to incorrorate a fragmentation model in the description
of the FeI has ~een done in ref. 19. Here fragmentation is due mainly
to two effects: solidification process in the fuel and impact of the
column of liquid sodium against the fuel. Numerical evaluations seem to
agree with experi~ental results. However, the number of parameters in the
code must be reduced in order to be sure that the agreement is not due
just to a good choice of the numerical values of the many parameters.
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4. Oiscussion of the experimental and theoretical results

4.1 Conditions for vapour explosion

Experimental results with U02 and sodium show that U02 fragments extensively
and that no energetic interaction occurs except in the case where a few
grams of sodium were injected in U0 2. This means that there is nothing inherent
in these materials to prevent an energetic interaction on a small scale.
However, in order to produce high efficiencies, a single coherent interaction on
a large scale must occur, and this was never observed in all the experiments
which have been carried out until now.
Energetic interactions as well as fragmentation of the hot material were
instead produced in other systems such as Al/H20 or Sn/H20.
The mechanism of thermal explosion may be explicable either in terms of the
rapid release of energy stored as superheat in the cold liquid (explosion due
to superheat) and/or as a rapid energy transfer and simultaneous release
occurring because of an associated rapid mixing process (fragmentation
explosion).

A. Explosive boiling due to superheat requires that the following conditions
are satisfied (Fauske Ref. 14).

1. Direct liquid-liquid contact (or solid-liquid contact)
2. The temperature of the hot liquid must be equal to

or exceed the spontaneous nucl ea ti on temperature 11 @h 11 of
the cold liquid

3. If the contact temperature Bc at the instant of contact is less
than G\ (0c< QVh) rapid heating is required in the presence of
nucleation sites (solid-liquid systems). In the absence of
nucleation sites (liquid-liquid systems) slow heating is sufficient.
If 116\11 exceeds eh (9, .>9h ) the effect of nucleation sites is not
important.

If one applies these criteria to the U02/Na systems, one sees that @c<Oh'
which means that rapid heating is required in the presence of nucleation sites
or that slow heating is sufficient if there are no nucleation sites. Since in
LMFBR environments an ample supply of nucleation sites is generally available
(gas bubbles, solids, fill gases, fission gases and fragments), molten U0 2
encountering liquid sodium will generally lead to nucleate boiling, where the
vapour generation rate is many order of magnitude smaller than that associated
with explosive boiling. Small-mass vapour explosions would be1howeveriPossible
when liquid sodium is entrapped inside molten U02. Due to the lack of nucleation
sites (liquid-liquid contact) there will be overheating of the liquid sodium
until spontaneous nucleation occurs. If we apply now the same criteria to systems
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such as Al/H20 or Sn/H20, we see that ~C>G9h' Large-mass vapour explosions
are therefore possible. This has been observed experimentally. In the case
of stainless steel/sodium systems the condition e~Gt is satisfied for
stainless steel temperatures of the order of 30000C (well above the melting
point). Stainless steel is present in a LMFBR core. However, due to the
fact that there is no internal heat source, it is difficult to envisage
situations in which such an high temperature can be reached unless a sudden
and very fine intimate mixing among fuel, stainless steel and sodium is
postulated. Experimental results don't seem to support this hypothesis.
Instead they show that the cladding acts as a barrier which makes it more
difficult for U0 2 to come in contact with sodium.

B. The conditions which must be satisfied in order to have "fragmentation
explosion ll cannot be stated as precisely as those for lIexplosion due to
superheat ll

, because the fragmentation process is not yet well understood.
Many hypothesis have been postulated to explain the fragmentation process.
They will be examined briefly. Here we can say that, whatever the fragmentation
process is, the rate of particles coming in contact with the cold liquid must
be high enough to produce vapour at such a high rate that it cannot be quickly
releaved. This means that fragmentation must occur under mechanical constraint.

C. A third hypothesis may be that of considering the explosive boiling due to
the superheat as the triggering mechanism leading to the sudden and very fine
in~imate mixing between molten fuel and coolant, which in turn causes the
large explosion. This hypothesis has the advantage of satisfying the conditions
of hypothesis A (which are based on clear experimental evidence) and at the
same time of allowing to postulate an higher energy density of the explosive
yield, which can be more easily explainable by means of hypothesis B
(fragmentation explosion) than by means of hypothesis A (explosion due to
superheat). We may call this hypothesis IIfragmentation explosion triggered
by homogeneous nucleation of the colder liguid~

4.2 Description of various fragmentation mechanisms(Ref. 25,38)

4.2.1 The fragmentation mechanisms may be classified in the following
categories.

A. Entrapment Fragmentation was demonstrated in the experiments of Long (Ref.26)
involving the dropping of large quantities (50 lbs) of molten aluminium in water.
This mode of fragmentation is induced by the evaporation of coolant entrapped
between the hot molten material and asolid surface. In Long's experiments, when
the entrapment of water was made difficult by greasing or painting the bottom
of the water container, fragmentation of the aluminium was prevented.
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B. Impact Fragmentation was demonstrated in the shock tube experiments of
Wright (Ref. 27). In those experiments a column of water held in a tube
impacted on hot molten metals at the bottom of the tube. Impact fragmentation
has been attributed to the effects of the mechanical impact. Recently, the
observed fragmentation and vapor explosions in shock tube experiments have
been associated with spontaneous nucleation of the coolant (Ref. 28). The
limited data available from shock tube experiments does not provide conclusive
evidence for any of these proposed mechanisms of fragmentation. Lately
Kottowsky (Refs. 9 and 19) suggests this hypothesis to explain his experimental
results in the "channel experiments" in which A1 203 was fragmented under a
column of liquid Na.

C. Hydrodynamic Fragmentation was demonstrated in the experiments of Ivins
(Ref. 29) involving the fragmentation of mercury in water under isothermal
conditions. This mode of fragmentation is caused by the nonuniformity of the
forces resisting the motion of a deformable body in a fluid. Hydrodynamic
fragmentation is sometimes referred to as the Weber Number Effect since a
critical Weber Number has to be exceeded if hydrodynamic fragmentation is to
take place. This mode of fragmentation has been thoroughly analyzed by
Hinze (Ref. 30).

D. Fragmentation due to the rapid soltdification process in the hot material

Fragmentation may be postulated to result from pressurization of the hot
material due to shrinkage of the rapidly solidifying surface. Fragmentation
due to rapid cooling of A1 203 in argon atmosphere (Ref. 9) seems to validate
the hypothesis of fragmentation due to rapid solidification.
In Ref. 41 it is shown that,for temperatures below the nucleation point, the
net rate of solid growth as determined from crystalization theory may be few
order of magnitudes higher than the rate of solidification determined from
the heat transfer process. In the case of U02/Na systems the contact tempe
rature is lower than the nucleation temperature, so that a rapid solidification
process is possible. In Ref. 19 simple calculations in the case of a sphere of
molten U02(at 28oooC) in a bath of sodium (at 6oooC), show that the internal
liquid pressure due to the contraction of the frozen outer shell can be kept
for a radius of the sphere up to o.l/u. All fuel particles having a larger radius
will be rugged on the surface. The model of Ref. 3 postulates the existance of
three zones in a solidifying sphere of hot material, the internal being liquid,
the intermediate being a visco elastic shell and the external an elastic shell.
If the tangential stress in the elastic region exceeds the fracture stress,
the fractures occur. At the time of fracture, if the internal pressure is high,
extensive fragmentation will occur. Another possibility may be that of the
formation of a liquid jet of the hot material at the time of fracture
of the external shell due to the interal pressure of the liquid (Ref. 12).
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Fragmentation would follow immediately afterwards.

E. Fragmentation due to the boiling process in the colder liquid (Ref. 25)

As shown in the diagram of fig. 1 fragmentation can occur due to one of the three
following processes:
Process 1 Highly superheated coolant vaporizes so quickly, that an energetic
high pressure pulse is generated, which fragments the fuel (Block A).
This high superheating may be caused, either istantaneously due to the fact
that the liquid/liquid direct contact temperature "S

C
" is close to the

homogeneous nucleation temperature "Sh", or with a short delay because of the
entrainment of coolant droplets inside the fuel (Fauske Ref. 32 and 33).

Process 2 Fragmentation is generated by vapour film collapse or by bubble
growth and collapse (Block C and B). The coolant microjects, which are produced
during collapse, may be shown to have sufficient kinetic energy to produce
fuel fragmentation directly (similar to cavitation processes).

Process 3 The microjects may have sufficient energy to penetrate into malten
fuel which leads to dispersion and entrainment of coolant droplets resulting
in fragmentation as in process 1. This path (Blocks C; G; A) is initiated in
the same manner as process 2 (vapour film collapse or bubble growth and
collapse), but leads to the fragmentation process 1. This path was suggested
by the English CEGB and by the Culham Laboratory (Ref. 24, 11).

To initiate these proeesses several conditions must be met. The following
conditions are common to all proeesses (Fig. 1).

1. The temperature, Tf , of the fuel must be equal to or higher than its
melting point, Tmelt (condition 1)

2. A liquid/liquid direct eontaet must be established between the materials
either with entrainment of eoolant droplets into fuel (conditions 2A) or
without entrainment (condition 2B). Process 2 can also be initiated by
an initial vapour film (condition 5B).

3. The liquid/liquid direet contact temperature "Se" must be either higher
than "Tmelt ", or lower than TmeH , but with a solidifieation rate for
the fuel so low, that only a very thin and weak crust at the surface of
the unfragmented fuel is allowed to form during the interaction
(conditions 3'; 311

). In addition the following conditions apply for
processes 1, 2 and 3.

4. Process 1 can take place also with liquid/liquid direct contact without
entrainment, provided that the contact temperature Sc is greater than
the homogeneous nucleation temperature "Sh" (condition 4A). As discussed
by Fauske (Ref. 33) there is experimental evidence that rapid vaporization

due to homogeneous nucleation produees a shoekwave, which may cause fuel
fragmentation.
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5. Another necessary condition for the processes 2 and 3 is that the coolant
bulk temperature "Qb" must be lower than IIQsatll (subcooled coolant)
(conditions 4B; 5B).
Whichever process takes place, there will be fragmentation, enhancement of
fuel surface available for new liquid/liquid direct contact, mixing of fuel
with liquid and between cold and hot liquid, so that the coolant bulk tempe
rature IIQbl1 will increase.

The fragmentation process may be extended to the remaining mass of unfrag
mented fuel either by successive vapour bubbles growth and collapse (Ref. 24,
11) or by a spatial propagation mechanism due to a disturbance pressure wave
in the 3 phase interaction region (Ref. 10).

In the case of the U02/Na thermal interaction the following must be pointed out:

1. The liquid/liquid direct contact temperature "QC" is lower than the homoge-
neous nucleation temperature "Qh" (Ref. 32), so that process 1 can only
occur through the initial entrainment of the coolant droplets inside the
fuel.

2. Since the high energetic pressure pulse of the injection experiments seem
to be connected to the artificially induced entrainment of coolant droplets
in fuel, and since no high energetic pressure pulse was observed during the
dropping experiments, one should conclude that process 1 (Fig. 1) cannot be
induced through block G.

3. A configuration of the type described by Hall and Board (Ref. 10) is not
realistic, because stable film boiling is not possible in the molten U02/Na
systems. With reference to fig.3, stable film boiling occurs if the fuel
temperature "T f 'l is higher than the minimum fuel temperature IIQminli for
stable film boiling. This does not happen in the case of U02/Na systems for
sodium temperatures below 7700C. For sodium temperatures above 7700C film
boiling is possible. However, due to the rapid loss of heat it may well be
that the fuel solidifies very rapidly. This point needs still to be inve
stigated (sect. 5).

4. In an actual reactor configuration initial entrainment of Na droplets
in U0 2 cannot be entirely excluded. This means that process 1 may occur
only as a triggering mechanism.

Taking into account the above four observations the diagram of fig. 2 may be
proposed to explain the fragmentation process in U02/Na systems. In this
diagram a loop has been shown to account for successive bubble growth and
collapse processes.
To validate this hypothesis, let us look at the experimental results of fig.4.
Here the degree of fragmentation is shown of stainless steel in sodium as a
function of ~odium temperature.
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The results show that there is a sodium temperature at which the fragmen
tation has a maximum. The reason for having a maximum can be easily ex
plained. The potential energy of a bubble (available for fragmentation)
increases with its maximum volume (Vmax ) and with the difference (Äp)
between the ambient pressure and the saturation pressure corresponding to
the bulk sodium temperature. Now lIA. pll increases with subcooling while IIV 11max
decreases. This means that the energy has a low value both for high Na sub-
coolings as well as near to the Na saturation temperature. A maximum must
therefore exist in between, and this is confirmed'by the experiments of instable
film boiling,of Ref. 39. Here pressure pulses were measured in a pool of
liquid sodium in which a sphere of Tantalum was immersed at initial tempera
tures ranging from 2785 to 4195ü F.Heights of the pressure pulses as functions
of sodium subcooling are shown in Fig. 9. The curve has a maximum for a sodium
temperature equal to 13820F.

4.2.2 Concluding remarks on the fragmentation mechanisms

We have seen that fragmentation may be due to different causes and that there
are experimental results which support the various hypothesis. For this
reason it may well be that more than one fragmentation mechanism takes place
in the U02/Na systems. The question to ask is therefore which one is the most
important fragmentation mechanism.
The author fee15 that IIbubble growth and collapse ll in the cold liquid and the
II rap id solidification of the hot material 11 seem at the moment the most promising
hypothesis, which could explain fragmentation of molten U02 in sodium. The
experimental results of Fig. 4 seem to support the first hypothesis. However,
the fact that many fragments of U02 in the drop experiments (Ref. 42) were
angular and rough-surfaced, indicates that part of the fragmentation occurred
in the solid state. In addition a long delay time (50 - 150 msecs) between the
drop entering the pool and the pressure pulse was observed in the U02 drop
experiment. In the case of the stainless steel drop experiments his delay was
much lower (3 - 30 msecs). This may also indicate'lthat the solidification
process plays a role in the fragmentation of U02 in sodium.

4.3 Parametric models

The author has carried out some additional calculations with his parametric
model which show that peak pressure and specific work (Joule/gr of fuel)
during phase A greatly decrease with the fuel mixing time constant '"'Cf 11 •

The case calculated is the same as the IItest case ll of Ref. 15. The results
are shown in Figs. 6,7,8 and 9. The meaning of the symbols are the
following (Ref. 40).
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Rf = mean radius of the fuel particles = 117/u

C:> = mean deviation of the log normal distribution of particles size
Lf= initial gas to fuel volume ratio

The mass of fuel 1'~'1fll has been supposed to be a 1inear function of time
from the initial time to t =~f

Mf = Mf"'l ~f for t~1-

Mf = ~~fl'<) = cons t for t;> 'Cf

Two cases have been calculated:

1st case:
2nd case:

Mass of sodium MN = MN = const
t a a ca ,

MNa = t-'1'Nat (l'tN"a for t~'iJa = "Cf

MNa = MNa~for t>'t Na =Gf

Results show that a value of ~f of only 5 msec reduces in the first case the
peak pressure by a factor of 20 and the specific work (referred to the mass
of fuel which participates in the interaction) by a factor of 10.
In the second case the reduction coefficients are still larger: 27 for the
peak pressure and 25 for the specific work. This shows that noncoherence
results in important reduction in mechanical work for very realistic mixing
time constants (5 msec). It must be pointed out that the authors's model is
different from the ANL mode1'used in Ref.16. In the ANL parametric mode1(Ref.44) the
equation used for the heat transfer does not describe any particu1ar mechanism
of fragmentation and mixing. It is on1y a practica1 expression easy to use.
Instead in the author's model the time history of each fuel particle has been
considered starting from the time at which each particle comes into contact
with the coolant. In addition the author of Ref. 16 uses the inertial con-
straint from the very beginning of the interaction. For phase B the author
basical1y agrees with the results given in Ref. 16, that is, vapour b1anketing
stronghly reduces the specific work. Simi1ar results were a1ready obtained
by the author in Ref. 35 by making use of a model for the heat resistance at
the interface, which was based on experimental evidence (Ref. 36).
In Ref. 36 it was observed experimenta1ly that hot metal fragments remained
suspended above a cool liquid surface by vapour generation, a phenomenon there
called the "inverse Leidenfrost phenomenon". A laser was used to heat up pure
meta1 foi1s under water. The foi1s exploded into sma11 fragments. The range
of the fragment temperatures was from 15000C to 30000C and their size less
than 1 rrrn in diameter. "particle moving within their bubb1es were observed to
bounce repeated1y from the bubb1e wall and were thus effectively trapped
within the bubb1es, finally ending in a stab1e position above the ba~of the
bubble. The mechanism for this interaction between the partic1e and the liquid

is the generation of vapour from the liquid at the bubble wall, which exerts
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a force on the particle: the vapour is generated by both radiative heat
transfer from the particle and thermal conduction across the layer between
the particle and the liquid. The vapour generation support for the particle
may be expected to continue as the particles cools down, until it falls to
temperatures comparable with the liquid saturation temperature. At this
stage the vapour film will beeome so thin that it may be expected to
break down" (Ref. 36).
Fischer (Ref. 43) has earried out some ealeulations with a model whieh in
cludes the eho and Wright ANL model of Ref. 44 for the mixing between fuel
and sodium and the author's model of Ref. 35 for the vapour blanketing during
Phase B. The results (pressure as a funetion of time) are shown in Figs. 10
and 11. In Fig. 10 the ease is shown of a very low mixing time eonstant
(10-6 sees). In phase B the two results are shown with and without vapour
blanketing. The differenee between the two pressure.eurves is relatively
sma 11 .
In Fig. 11 the ease is shown of a more realistic mixing time eonstant
(10 msecs). The following two important points must be notieed:

1. The pressure in phase A is mueh smaller than that of Fig. 10
(peak pressure = 120 atm against 3545 atm of Fig. 10)

2. The pressure in phase B is almost an order of magnitude smaller than
that of Fig. 10, and the effeet of vapour blanketing has beeome large.

This means that vapour blanketing has an effeet only if it is associated with
a mixing time constant. The reason for this is the following: In the ease
of a low mixing time constant the sodium has received already most of the
heat from the fuel at the end of phase A. Vapour blanketing during phase B
is therefore not effective.This may be seen from the values of the sodium
(B) and fuel (T) temperatures at the end of phase A. The differenee T- B
was 660 K in the case of Fi g. 10 and 13870K in the case of Fi g. 11.
The conclusion is that properly chosen parametric models with reduced degree
of conservatism may well lead to produce more realistic results.

5. Areas for furt her investigations

The existing programs (both experimental and theoretical) seem to be quite
broad, because they cover (all together) already a relatively wide spectrum
of accident conditions, especially if one eonsiders the fuel subassembly
accidents. The situation is less brilliant if one looks at the whole core
accident because all the experiments are modest in size and the geometry
of these accidents less predictable. In conclusion the following suggestions
can be done, which in the author's opinion are all equally imp0ttant:

1. Experiments should be carried out in which many kgs of fuel are involved,
to examine the effect of experiment size on energy release.
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Particularly the type of accident examined by Long (Ref. 26) in the case
of aluminium and water cannot be entirely excluded in the case of the
molten core falling above the "core catcher". Long carried out experiments
with 50 lbs of aluminium.

2. Different contacting modes between hot and cold liquid and vartous geo
metries must be investigated. Particularly the experimental results show
that entrapment of liquid sodium within molten U02 is a potentially
dangerous mode of contact. More experiments involving larger quantities
of Na being entrapped in U02 should be carried out. The influence of geo
metry (many pins) as well as that of enclosure of gas should also be
investigated. Theoretical models for the interpretation and extrapolation
to reactor conditions of these experiments must be developed.

3. Experiments should be carried out with molten U02 and Na at a temperature
above 7700C to verify that configurations of the type investigated by Board
and Hall in the case of water (Ref. 10) are really impossible for U02/Na
systems. These experiments were already suggested by the author in Ref. 25.

4. The effect of rate of energy given to the fuel pins under various burn-up
conditions must be further investigated in particular with regard to whole
core accident.

5. Efforts on simulation experiments should be continued to find out other
possible types of contacts between hot and cold liquid and other ways of
propagation of small scale interactions to generate large scale interactions.
Theoretical work to understand fuel fragmentation should also be continued.

6. In the field of parametric models efforts should be continued to try to
reduce the degree of conservatism. Possible areas of investigations are:
noncoherence,fuel blanketing, heat losses from the interaction zone,
presence of structure materials and a well simulated mechanical constraint.

For the sake of completeness it must be pointed out that at the CREST meeting
in Ispra somebody suggested to investigate the system stainless steel/sodium
with stainless steel at 30oooC. However, because of the arguments given in
paragraph 4.1.A, this situation seems to be very very unlikely to happen in
a LMFBR core. For this reason the author feels that these experiments deserve
a degree of· importance lower than the above mentioned 6 areas for further
investigations.
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Tab1e 1

Out of Pile Tests

I
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Sodium i _____._

~H~f Lab. Name of ~1ass U02 Vo1 . (cm3) Temp.(°C) U02-~-10vem.
COntainm. Mechan. 'Beat. lTo .of Starti ng Sodium

Exp. (gr) for UD? Constr. Source Tests Date ~10vement
-

1 CEA JEF 7 400-700 Static C1ad Na head Joule 15 StaticGrenob. -
- CUlH,1 I I 1~?nn-4qnn 3nn 11 11 r: rlJr:; b1f> H F 5 - Inif>ction(France)

11 Ir 7000 10 3-10 -5 11 11 Na head - 1974

2 GfK 5000 8 . 103 300-600 Fall Crucib1e Yes Rad. 1975 Fall andGermany -
Injection

3 PNC Drop Exp. 20 30-200 200-300 Fall A1umina No Tung. 30 - Sta ti c(Ja pan) Tube heater
I

4 CNEN AF 2 10 10 Static C1ad No Joule 3 - Static
([ta1y) AF 4 lox7 10x7 11 11 Yes 11 - ? 11

Sma11 8-30 300 200-600 Fall No 6 StaticSca1e
5 ANL DroD EXD.

(USA) Inject. 30-50 10 400 Static Crucib1e 12 Injection
Exc.
Large 3000 104 Fall No Thermite StaticSca1e reaction
Drop Exp.

g CCR Channel few gr... 450-750 Static Crucib1e Na head Rad. - 1974 Fall
- Ispra Geometrv

6 (Euratom) Tank Exp. 3000 verv larq I:> 500 Fall 11 No Rad. 1 Static

7 A~JRE large 250 Static No Pyrot~ StaticFoulness
(GB)

", Mixt"

Windscale Shock 50 103 Yes 1974 Fall
UKAEA
(GB) tube
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Table 2

COr'1PARIS(\~; OF ~;,l\If< FEATURES OF Fe! ~"(iD[LS

(from Ref. 15)

HydrodynamicsHeat TransferFragmentation

;-._--------..,-------------..,..------------,------------j
r:ame of :lode 1I
Author/Peference

Ar~onne rarametric
~'1odel Cho, Ivins g
('ri Sht. f\JJL 7019
Conf . -710302
(Vel. 7» p. 25

Particle size distrib.
assumed.Fragmentation
f history ti~e can be
simulated by choice of
heat transfer mechanism

Heat transfer always
into liauid sodium
(even if vapour is
predicted).Options:
(i) linear gradient

transient conduct.
(upper approxim.)

(ii)Quasi steady state
(lower approxim.)

Acoustical t inertial
constraint change
over on return of
rarefaction wave ad
voca ted

------.--------r-.---------------lr------------+----------

Cadarache r10del
/\ntonakas

Surface area increaded
by pro~ressively divi
din9 fuel sphere into
2 equal surfaces

Transient conduction
which ceases when
vapour first produces

Acoustical R inertial
constraint, change
over v/hen vapour fi rs t
formed

I<arlsruhe :"odel TI
Caldarola
Nucl.Enq.&QesiQn,
'/ol.22,fio.2, Cct.72
and ~.ef. 21

Fragmentation &mixins
qiven functions of time
'00 normal distribution
of~particle sizes

Vhen no vapour present,
exact solution of reat
transfer in a sphere.
~hen vapour present a
detailed n~odel deter
mines film thickness.
(This model is based
on the results of the
CEeB laser experiments)

Acoustical t inertial
constraint, change
over on return of
rarefact ion VIB ve .

--------·--4------------+----------+------------1
One di~ensional con~uc- cr[~:y I-Cne dir.
tion fron: fuel layer to L?qran~:tian compresslb.
sodium vdth effective dynamics
conductivity BRENDY II-Additionally

contains options -for
accoustic or inertial

::>l.'dint ..

r,r; ... · ~r'Y TI I It.. . Li ..., ...

Jacots
Proc.Conf.[nr· ,
Fast D€actors
l~rlsruhe,~ct.72,

paper 3SS

FI;s-rEC 1/2
;~a.rtini ~ ~·ce,rano

CREST Srecialist
~'E'etii1(l, Fehr. 72,
rrer.o~ie, paper 17

~~o fra9mentation ~ut

conductivities for
fuel ( so(:iur~ are ir.
creased to si~ulate

increased area of frag
nentation

~in~le particle size
cssur:ed

PhasE: ," r~ure conduction
into liauid usinC poly
no~ial type arrroxim.
Phase P heat transfer
into ~ixture of li~uid

&vapour.Coeff. varies
v'ith void fraction.
(FUS-PEC 2 solidifica
tion of UD" taken into
account) (~

~coustic constraint
with inertial con
straint after return
of rarefaction wave

Tatle 2 continues in the next pare
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Tnl'1~2 (continuerl)

f'ydrodynari csrleat Transfer
------------r------------,---------------r-----------
i (lr.,2 of ~'odell rra~m;ntation
~uthor/~eference -

Ir; cornpressH'le flm"
r-aoran0ian Code

Heat input into coolant
channel from separate
calculation

Force~ convection ~odel Acoustic constraint with
inertial constraint \"hen
vapour is produced--------+--------------lr--'-----'-------I

C:insle rarticle
size c.ssun-ed

Separate rr~ode1
recwi recl

~'izuta

I
I

ITOPßL
:'orsan
Proc. Conf . [WJ.
FR s t ':,eactors
Karlsruhe, 0ct.72,
paper 33c

I______________--l- .l..- ---l -.i.

Jon-interacting liquid
's taken as incompres
sible qiving inertial
oading

CORFU
Syrr.1alenios
~app. CE~-~-4422

~istin0uishes het
ween fragmentation
(larae scale break
up) änd dispersion
(snia 11 sca 1e brea k
ur) on different
tirie scales

Heat i s transferred fror'
fuel to li~uid sodium in
the interactina region.
There is exchange of mass
and heat het\,leen vapour (Q:

liquid which are not in
equilitrium. The effective
area for the heat transfer
between liquid and vapour
is put equal to the volunie
of sodium multiplied ty
IJCX(l-o<.)" \'Ihere 1'0<.11 is
the void fraction and llJII

i s an arbi trary coeff.
Additional liquid coolant
can enter the interaction
zone.



SB

Block C

,-_am .,

I Bsat > Bb I
Iand initial I
Ifilm boil. I

~~~:TJ21J
I
I_________..J

4A r--------------------------.r----ll 1 3" 3• 4B I 2B
I 11 Gc<Tmelt I Initial
19 > eh I I and I liquid / liquid
I c 11 I Tf~Tmelt low solid. Gc>Tmelt Bc8saf"'Sb 1
I I I rate of 11 contaet without
IL J 11 fuel entrainment-r-- I Al

1 I ~--
_....J

2A
Initial
liq./ liquid
contact with
entrainm. of
cool. dropl.

Kinetie energy of mierojects
produees fuel fragmen
tation directly

Vapour film collapse or bubble
growth and eollapse leading
to the formation of microjeets

Block Gr--------------,
I Kinetic energy of mierojeets I

r- J pro duces dispersion of L-L _
I I t-r
I L~~~~!l.:!:J~o..!~~J

Block B

= fuel temperature

= fuel melting temperature

= coolant bulk temperature

= coolant saturation temperature

= eoolant homogeneous
nucleation temperature

Be

emin

Block 0
Mixing

and inerease of 8b = liquid / liquid direet contaet tempo

= min. wall temperature for
stable film boiling

Schematic diagram for initiation 01 fragmentation process

Superh. coolant explodes
Energetic high press.
pulse produees
fragmentation

Fig .1



2A
Initial 1 3" 3' 4B 2B
liquid/ liquid Be<: Tmelt Initial
contact with

Tf ~ Tmelt
and

Bc>Tmelt Bt'BsatBb
liquid I liquid

entrainm. of low solid, contact without
coolant dropl. rate of fuel entrainment

Kinetic energy of microjects
produces fuel fragmentation
directly

Bubble growth
Bubble collapse
Miero jeets

Block B

Superh, coolant explodes
Energetic high press.
pulse produces
fragmentation

Block 0 Block E
Mixing

Enhancement of fuel surface
available for liquid / liquid direct
contact and increase of Bb

Liquid / liquid
direct contact without
entrainment

Legend

Tf = fuel temperature Bsat = coolant satu ration temperature

Tm = fuel melting temperature Bh = coolant homogeneous nucleation tempo

Bb = coolant bulk temperature Bc = liquid / liquid direct contact tempo

Fig.2 Schematic diagram for fragmentation process 01 U02 in sodium



®
Region of
stable film
boiling only

Condition for spont. fragm. to occur : Tm:S Tf < 8 min

The condition Tf < emin is equivalent to Sb < 8th

Tf ::: Fuel temperatu re

Tm ::: Fuel melting temperature

8b ::: Coolant bulk temperature

8th ::: Coolant threshold temperature

8 sat ::: Coolant saturation temperature

8min ::: Minimum wall temperature for stable film boiling

Fig.3 Definition of the regions of fragmentation
and of stable film boiling
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Fig.4 Results of drop experiments given in Ref. 38

( Area is based on mean diameter of fragments)
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Mix ing Time Constant
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o 1" Sphere

o 3/4" sphere

D. 1/2" sphere

400 600 800 1000

)Na =1382°F
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Sodium subcooling (OF)
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Fig.9 Effect of the Degree of Subcooling on the Violent
Interaction in the Transition Region (trom Ref. 39 )
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Fig.lO Fel with a very low mixing time constant (lO-6secs )
(F'rnm R~f l.A \
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Fig.ll Fel with a large mixing time constant (10msees)
( From Ref. 43 )




